
News from the Feminist Caucus, by Anne Burke, Chair 

This month news from Penn Kemp and introducing new members: Magpie Ulysses, 

Marjorie Bruhmuller, Adele Graf, and Anne Sorbie! 

Penn Kemp  To: Anne Burke, Oct. 29  Nov. news, if it's not too late! 

 

HIGHLY RECOMMENDED!  I'm just completing a month-long residency at Caetani 

Cultural Centre. Thanks to Kalamalka Press and the Caetani Cultural Centre for this splendid 

opportunity: http://www.kalwriters.com/residency/residency.html. I highly recommend Caetani House 

for a writer’s retreat as well as a residency: https://www.caetani.org/creative-residencies/.  
 
Penn 
 

 https://pennkemp.wordpress.com/ 

 

https:/riverrevery.ca 
http://wordsfest.ca/ 
 

 

I'm at Wordsfest in London Nov. 2-4, reading from 2 new books and would love to see 

poets if you are in town:  

https://www.amazon.ca/Local-Heroes-Penn-Kemp/dp/1554832063 

https://www.amazon.com/Fox-Haunts-Penn-

Kemp/dp/1987872142/ref=sr_1_5?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1525695775&sr=1-5 

 

See you next weekend! And come if you can. Saturday, November 3.  The Poet 

Laureate Presents: a River of Words. Reading poems from River Revery 

(Insomniac Press, 2019) with Mary McDonald’s Augmented Reality presentation, 

https://riverrevery.ca. Wordsfest, Museum London Theatre, 421 Ridout Street North, 

London ON. http://wordsfest.ca/events/2018/poet-laureate-presents-river-of-words 

Sunday, November 4. 2018 at 11:00 am. Penn Kemp & Susan Musgrave: In 

Conversation. Wordsfest, Museum London Theatre, 421 Ridout Street North, London 

ON.  http://wordsfest.ca/events/2018/penn-kemp-susan-musgrave-in-conversation 

 

 



 

Magpie Ulysses is a dynamic performance poet and storyteller 

known for charming and slaying her audiences with intense stage 

presence and thoughtful insight about humanity. Writer, Rabble 

Rouser, fancy talker; Magpie began performing at the age of 17 to 

save her life. Since then she has performed across North America at 

hundreds of venues, is a veteran member of two national champion 

Vancouver poetry slam teams and was named a Poet of Honour at 

the Canadian festival Of Spoken Word In the Fall of 2012. 

Having lived across Canada in communities large and small for the 

better part of the past 20 years, Magpie continuously finds herself 

asking questions of home and what it is to be human as part of the environment she 

dwells in. An activist at heart, Magpie is known for her visceral, often surrealist writings 

about addictions, environmental issues and working class struggle. She recently 

completed a collection of prose poems telling the stories of strangers and self from her 

experiences of hitchhiking over 25,000km across North America in her late teens and 

early twenties (more here) 

Magpie has spent much of the past seven years heavily involved in the arts while living in 

and around rural BC. Having spent the past few years raising a new human and caring for 

her grandmother through alzheimer’s disease, she has become increasingly interested in 

questions surrounding memory, place, body, aging and how we choose to tell our own 

stories. 

She is a featured contributor to The Post Feminist Post for 2018. Upcoming shows 

• 01/04/19 Ottawa at Urban Legends Poetry Slam  

http://magpieulysses.ca/ 

 

MARJORIE BRUHMULLER 

 



I am a writer and poet, and have recently published my first book of poetry, “The Bell You 

Hardly Hear”, 2017, Ekstasis Editions, and have submitted a second manuscript, (of haiku) to the 

same publisher, in August of this year. I have had more than 60 poems published in Canadian and 

American literary journals, since 2003, and a few in online magazines, on blogs and on CBC 

radio.  

  

Over the past 25 years, I have been lucky enough to be a core member of two AWA Method 

writing groups, (a writing group designed by Pat Schneider of Amherst, Mass. to be a safe and 

positive community, with critiquing to be done only at the end of the 10-week sessions) and have 

participated in 4 ten-week (3 hour) sessions per year.  I have been a member and group leader in 

this and other writing groups in the area as well.  I have taken two Creative Writing courses at 

Bishop’s University. I enjoy organizing, publicizing and participating in readings and events that 

include the public, and I work with others in our writing groups to increase the number of 

possible venues for writing and reading opportunities to get people out to events.  

  

Having worked as an editor, and in layout and design for several books, my own included, and 

continuing to create handmade haiku books, origami books and printed haiku pamphlets, I keep 

my fingers in the proverbial pie. 

  

By writing in a simple, understandable and casual style, I hope to engage a wider range of people 

in the act of listening to and reading poetry. I believe poetry can change the world. And as naïve 

as I know that sounds, I strive to share my love of poetry and dedication to reading it with others. 

I would like to share the amazing natural beauty of this province, and cultural attributes of this 

region with the rest of Canada. And I hope my poetry can be a part of this exchange of culture 

and thought. 

  

One long-term goal of mine is to help make poetry accessible to ordinary, working class people. 

To write about this rural area, archiving what is being lost, discovering what is being transformed, 

but also breaking down the significant walls that exist in this somewhat remote region in culture, 

language and social events. I would like more Quebec writers to be on the national stage, to share 

our varied culture and eclectic literature with the rest of Canada, opening doors to writers across 

Quebec in both metropolitan and struggling rural writing communities. Of course, I am a small 

fish in a great ocean. 

  

Encouraged by the reaction from listeners at readings and at events like Poetry Month, Poem in 

Your Pocket Day, Knowlton Word Fest and Bards and Biscuits, I feel confident that my poetry is 

reaching people who are not usually attracted by poetry. It was Billy Collins, the American Poet 

Laureate for two consecutive years, (born in Ontario) who initially inspired me to write in this 

style with this end-result in mind. He has inspired an entire generation of young people to read 

and write poetry.  

  

“The Bell You Hardly Hear” is helpful to me, not only as a milestone of my work to this point, 

but also because it has impacted my style of haiku writing by allowing me to see things through 

the eyes of a lyrical poet. I feel it is necessary, in such a large country, to export the English and 

other minority’s celebration of Quebec culture, and to prove our ambition to share, engage in, and 

exchange our artistic, traditional and local cultures. For this reason, I would like to use my 

photographs and poetry together in readings to augment the impact of each discipline on the 

audience by providing a physical representation of the land and its people, accentuated with a 

deeper rendering of our spirit wrought by resonating words.  

  

Marjorie Bruhmuller 



 

 
 

 

 



 

 

 

 

Anne Sorbie http://www.annesorbie.com/ 

Anne Sorbie is an author and an editor. While studying for 

her MA in creative writing, she raised five kids and worked 

as a freelance writer in corporate communications. 

Her most recent publications are: “The Poet’s Anniversary,” 

in The Calgary Project (2014); and “Thomas Horne,” a finalist in the CBC Canada 

Writes, Bloodlines competition (2013). 

Her first novel, Memoir of a Good Death, (Thistledown Press) was a semi-finalist for the 

2012 Alberta Readers’ Choice Award. 

Inanna Publications will publish her first collection of poetry, Falling Backwards Into 

Mirrors, in fall 2019. 

Anne’s work has been published in a number of Canadian periodicals including 

Freefall, Alberta Views, and Geist.  

Poetry 

“The Poet’s Anniversary.” The Calgary Project. Frontenac House, December 2014. 

Blame it on The Bees. Skyview Press: March 2011. 

“the neruda spell.” A 10-poem cycle on Website February 2010 

“some quaint perched aerie on the cliffs of time #2.” Home and Away. Ed. by D. Dronyk 

and A. Kublik, House of Blue Skies: December 2009 

“Thomas Horne.” Concrete Ghosts (with an introduction by Tom Wayman). University 

of Calgary: April 2009 (Chapbook) 

“Manyberries Woman” and “War Woman.” Rags VI, November 2005 

Anne Sorbie was born in Paisley, Scotland and she lives in Calgary. Her fiction, poetry, 

essays and book reviews have been published by The University of Alberta Press, 

Frontenac House, House of Blue Skies, and Thistledown Press; in magazines and journals 

such as Alberta Views, Geist, and Other Voices; and online with Brick Books, CBC 

Canada Writes, Geist, and Wax Poetry and Art (partial list). 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Bana Thighearna nan Eilean 
(Our Lady of the Isles) 
I. 
Why are statues of the Holy Mother 
pale blue and white 
subtly shiny halo-ed hallowed 
even plaster-cast 
 
Her hands in that annoying open gesture 
as if to say the whole world 
no                    the universe 
is welcome to come close and suckle her tapered tits 
 
Why do some include the child 
as if the woman 
hymen intact 
doesn’t have enough to bear already 
 
The child appears sometimes 
on her lap in her arms 
perched on her shoulder 
or incredibly standing on her hands 
elevated 
 
His head above hers 
His hand on her head     benevolent 
as he is in Our Lady of the Isles 
installed high on Ruabhal 
on South Uist 
There she looks north 
waiting and wanting the wind 
 
as if called upon in effigy 
to mother the place 
 
But look: 
she stands 
in quiet protest 
dares us to defy her 
        as if her figure provides 
naught not even a luscious lick on the land 
 
Granite Mary hoisting her generous son 
is another instrument of conjecture 
 
 



Mary was used 
to resist 
as mothers often are 
as archetypes 
of defence 
convenience 
succour and strength 
as an homage 
 
Or perhaps she is a giant swollen edifice 
to be pricked 
 
What do you think? 
 
To be taken for (m)othering 
requires that the arms are ever open 
that the palms 
or the rest of the body for that matter 
are permanently on call 
 
II. 
Listen 
 
The proof is in another statue 
near the door 
to the Church of Conjecture 
 
On the outside 
Mary is renewed 
recast in plaster 
as white as Paris 
Inside that shell steel rods 
concealed in her empty arms 
fling them to the same height 
as the grown child’s on the cross 
 
The halo perches 
on another that rises 
from the back of her neck 
 
We only see the tip of that rod 
 
The rest is buried 
iceberg deep in her spine 
unstable now 
after the brute force upon entering 



sheered off of the holy wings 
of the vertebrae 
in a circumcision of laminae 
 
Her bare toes curled 
and gripping in pain 
 
The serpent’s head bulging 
under her right foot 
 
Edges of gold sandals shinning 
at the hem of her dress 
 
The same leaf mirrored 
on the rosary that 
corsets her waist     thin 
as it was before the burden of the child 
 
The gilded beads’ first decade and cross 
point lazily 
to that deep valley 
yes that one 
the one that all men 
say they love best 
 
The statue of Mary here presented 
is glamorous and calling 
Defined by Hollywood hair 
bobbed and blonde 
As if the Madonna 
made over as a Marilyn 
perpetuates the mystery 
of pointed mammary 
 
        Great and white 
         and dripping always 
         always from the sky 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

the fishmonger 
 

 In my dream we are terrible fish  

mouths slicing our cheeks 

as we siphon kelp 

Sometimes we hide in the green 

from the ripple and flash 

of the diver and her mask 

Then over the ledge 

through the dark water we fall 

watched by The Old Man of Hoy 

  

                And the sea hides us 

                under her chop and swell 

                But that diver with her lens 

                has followed us down – 

                down down down down 

                past the horrible present 

                and the absurd tolling knell 

  

What are the secrets 

I will never uncover 

even with a camera and a knife? 

  

Now that the ferryman is gone 

all that remains is your absence 

and the shadow of the woman in the rubber suit 

  

And still that diver shines images 

floats them to me 

in memory of your mouth – 

  

widened in death 

so that instead of a pucker for a kiss 

or the broadness of a smile 

                                just a gaping black oh 

  

In remembrance of  your lips – 

now the surreal purple of live labia 

their applied colour offed by holy palmers 

not content to finger your clothes 

the stone from Arran hidden between you clasped hands 

or the Black Watch blanket over your legs 

  

They brush your mouth with theirs 

leaving you in a mounted bass contortion 



Beautiful work to some 

an unearthly alum to me 

  

I’d rather a photograph of the salty lick of your tongue 

on an ice cream after a walk 

  

All this in the mirror’s extent 

below 

the terrible fish 

of my own reflection 

(m)otherless 

  

but I am her and she is me 

forever in fins and black rubber 

no matter the roll and swell 

of dotted ice 

 double bergs 

  

or the thunderous crack 

of Easter melt 

  

 

• on http://blueskiespoetry.ca/2015/03/29/the-fishmonger/ March 29, 2015 

 

 

august twenty-five 
death gathers 

her wings spread wide 

your mother’s body 

to hide 

soft, you ask 

soft, you pray 

in the morning rain 

that pours tears 

on the world 

awash 

cleansing us all 

as one soul she prepares 

stainless again 

as at birth 

in this place of 

illusion that is 

and is not 

life and death reflect 

so quaint in place 

so carefully wrought 



that their melding 

brings surprise and not 

when your mother’s breath 

no longer warms 

and steams the mirror 

dementia’s delight will shatter 

and there reflecting pure 

will be her face, her smile 

her wave goodbye 

 

• on http://blueskiespoetry.ca/2015/03/26/august-twenty-five/   March 26, 2015  

 

Ode On A Leg – or – Dear Surgeon General (you mean 
minister of health and wellness –no any one) 

 

can one one being I write an ode on a leg 

after all a leg is not an urn or is it  a 

leg is an historic vessel it carries        yes

  more than sundries   

            that which weighs  

 

a leg can be examined in perpetuity  

examiners can document the wonders of 

its deconstructing state construction and 

structure  limbs are deep members 

of Phidian lore        after all 

 

even the skin matters its fairness its 

freckling its downy covering            

readers of anatomy must slice the 

epidermis and dive into its musculo-



skeletal wreck    repair the 

damage             even Psyche would 

agree 

 

hearing tuneless cause          magnetic 

resolution imaging in shades of gray of 

the hip and ham signal significant        

edema and of two hamstrings complete 

avulsion semimembranosus and 

semitendinosus share an attachment in 

common yet ripped they are from whence 

they endear to be enjoined stripped from 

the ischial tuberosity along with the shiny 

surface they love        possibly a 

fracture not simply a ruptured 

entanglement 

 

but until he reads the results the rufous 

nightingale hesitates: there may be a string 

of remaining attachment the third wheel    

biceps femoris  is hanging on by a thread no 

need for deeper examination the practitioner 

says into the Alberta Health Care line with 

the leg it is after all an appendage of a middle-

aged entity and there is a chance that the 



detached pair will reach up toward the bone 

stripped and overcome the gap and if not  she 

of middle and ageing doesn’t need              

really   

to have her hams re-strung       you 

don’t need to sprint             

do you  

 

 

now the practitioner must take care 

because his observations are hardly 

conclusions of the kind that an article  

          even medical can today put 

to print   here’s the well understood 

secret             age determines  

                  level of 

care 

 

once more into the fray perhaps the 

practitioner might no must go   one 

day that physician may have to heal 

himself 

review the image the wreckage the dirty 

details that smell of bad rubber triage the 

lovely leg there are dollars a plenty in the 



coffers conservative guarded  

 squeeze the leg in  

it’s small attached to a slight woman who 

does love to run            perhaps five 

times a week  

 

wait            she’s healthy the 

practitioner asks  

into the line with her leg she must go 

 she’s strong and the leg           it has a 

partner          the left  

to see her through someday there will be a 

prize for middle-aged women with healthy 

gams but not now not today  into the penalty 

box with that healthy woman and her fairly 

wrecked leg 

 

O indolent practitioner me and my leg 

carry a pen and a few pages on which a 

pound or two of flesh must be measured 

compared by ducats as if by a Merchant of 

Venice 

 

dear bard of passion and mirth         I 

mean Minister of Health and Wellness      



hear my autumn appeal on behalf of  

        all legs  

 

don’t make me melancholy submerging 

my on fire limb in the frigid Bow           

my options a distant surgeon   

      a FundMePage  

my life leg and limb on a plane out of 

province this ode         

      on a leg  

 

 

this ode               on a 

leg written              like a cathedral  of 

river that flows everywhere and nowhere 

but back to my mirror  

silver and exact like that overwrought  

lake 

 

http://waxpoetryart.com/eleventh/issues/001/annesorbie.html (published and 

earlier version; now forthcoming (Inanna Publications 2019) in Falling 

Backwards Into Mirrors  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



the poet’s anniversary 

 
the wind blows 

blusters and gales 

breaks apart 

the perfect storm  

evaporates the lakes 

and ponds pulled from the earth 

so recently 

so hurriedly 

that our reticent bodies 

still shake with wet  

while globe flowers flounder 

and irises take on 

the down slope 

without breaking their stalks. 

 

  

 

too far this medusa might 

has travelled, and still 

on this hill, oak 

and pine and ash bend 

bark drying 

now like salt 

iodized in a fevered 

flood of receding river. 

 

  

 

the Bow’s feet and hands 

sent the swell beyond 

the predictable: 

immeasurable muck  

shinning silt 

and liquid death  

killing homes unaware 

re-mapping our streets 

stilled in their 

pre-stampede stance. 

 

  

 

the souls about to parade 

soiled clean 

lucky strikes and lassoes 

forgotten fodder 



until – in a 200 truck clean-up trail ride 

the hell or high water 

t-shirt dressing drenched brides 

grounded astronauts, and our sleep-deprived mayor 

became a badge of honour 

birthed in the flood  

of tears baptizing us 

on our dead poet’s anniversary 

 
• “The Poet’s Anniversary,” in The Calgary Project edited by K. Demeanor and D. Dronyk 

Frontenac, March 2014 (p.74 

 

From a 10 poem cycle … 

 

the neruda spell #1 

 
I’m falling in love 

with the idea of  

adore 

the feeling 

as words caress 

drip and slide 

complicate my skin 

envelope 

in pleasure 

my tongue 

as it licks ink 

on the crust of a blank page 

 

 

the neruda spell #2 
 
after a sleepless night 

I sit here alone with you 

by a cold window planed 

wonder why I’m surprised 

great men wrote epics 

about love and disease 

especially of the choleric kind 

until recently I imagined 

my passion was words 

yours speak of longing 

dreams and vine-climbing women 

perhaps the polaric spell we’re under 

relies on our shared intimacy 

and thirst for the requited 



 

 

the neruda spell #3 

 
the poet 

in his garden 

plants heart 

seeds that burst 

like the brilliant blue 

of Vancouver rhododendron 

engenders gifts 

that explode in arches 

over cherry blossom roads 

 

 

the neruda spell #4 
 
your poems catechize 

in waves of voice 

that boil over dry sand 

in bubbles of body and blood 

 

the neruda spell #5 

 
the wind blew strong 

vibrato held notes 

on michigan’s lock 

until your voice reached  

over my shoulder 

and spoke my name: 

I jump screamed 

at the sound 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



the neruda spell #6 

 
I 

she wants 

to bite his 

cherry tomato lips 

seed them transparent  

until they overflow palms 

wet wrists 

maim arms 

cross clavicles 

taint neck 

insect mouth 

dry on tongue 

II 

she wants 

to wrap soft 

in hair bending triumph 

seek what is beneath  

the dream of a 

sleep tufted cheek 

stalked and deep green 

thin-pressed like 

flowers cupped and buttered 

against the heat of 

an inked page 

 

on http://blueskiespoetry.ca  
 
 


